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SHIPTON GORGE VILLAGE HALL (SGVH) 

Charity No. 29996 

 

Minutes of the Management Committee Meeting 

held on 22nd August 2018  

 

Present: Tony Mallett (TM), Richard Hewlett (RH), Graham Garner (GG), Kate Chomacki (KC), Tony 

Lock (TL), Sue Porter (SPo), James Webster (JW). 

1. Apologies for absence  

Apologies were received from Doris Benselin (DB), Christine Huxtable (CH) and Sally Parker 

(Spa). 

 

2. Items for AOB 

There were none 

 

3. Approval of minutes from meeting held on 13th June 2018. 

Under item 10, it was noted that DB would continue to take Artsreach bookings but would 

not man the door when events were staged. The minutes were amended by hand, and with 

that change they were unanimously approved and signed. 

 

4. Matters arising from the minutes 

TM had written to the Clerk of the Parish Council summarising the broadband discussion 

that had taken place at the last meeting. 

 

5. Chairman’s report 

The Chair of the Village Society had contacted TM regarding the possible installation of a 

noticeboard inside the hall which could be used to highlight past village events and people. 

The noticeboard would be owned and maintained by SGVS. This was discussed and thought 

to be a good idea. Positioning of the board would be agreed later.  

 

Following a recent Dorset small mammal group presentation on “Hedgehogs in Shipton 

Gorge”, CG-H had also asked if it would be possible to display inside the hall material 

illustrating local hedgehog sightings. It was thought that this would be of interest to villagers 

and was agreed. 

 

TM will contact Chris Griffiths-Hardman (CG-H) on both points and advise on outcome. 

 

In the ensuing discussion it was agreed that positioning of material on the two main 

noticeboards was a bit haphazard. TM will contact the current main users (the PCC and TTC) 

and advise that each board will be divided into two, and the Hall Trust, Parish Council and 

Table Tennis Club allocated a section each. The remaining section would be available for 

general use. An additional small noticeboard will be purchased and mounted in the hall to 

advertise Artsreach events. 
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6. Treasurer’s report 

 

The Treasurer presented the accounts to 31st July 2018 (circulated in advance). The figures 

do not include the results of the activities at the village fete on 4th August which are dealt 

with later in the report. 

 

Hall hire income in the last two months was very low, averaging £175 per month. This 

compares to just over £500 per month in the first five months of the year and reflects the 

lower usage by the table tennis club over this period and the fact that we had a large receipt 

from the circle dancers in April. Despite this the cumulative total to the end of July is still 

ahead of last year at £2,876 compared to £2,542 to 31st August 2017. Hall running costs are 

in line with expectations. 

 

Expenditure of £234 on maintenance relates to the fixed wiring inspection carried out in 

July. 

 

There was no other activity in the period so overall  in the two months expenditure 

exceeded income by £225. For the seven months to 31st July we are still showing a surplus of 

just under £1,500 with total reserve of £12,500. 

 

The fete was an extremely successful  day for SGVHT with a surplus of £180 on the Pimms 

table and £186 on the tombola. 

 

7. Secretary’s report 

There was nothing to report 

 

8. Bookings report 

Unfortunately Apple Day on 23rd September has been cancelled but may be reorganised at a 

future date. Otherwise bookings continue as normal. 

 

TM had written to the main hall users to remind them that new hire rates will commence 

from 1st October 2018. The cost of each session will increase by £1 (new details attached). 

TM will also put a copy of these charges on display in the hall.  

 

Booking of the hall by the Parish Council was discussed. TM commented that there is a long 

standing arrangement under which the PC pays in advance to reserve the hall for its use on 

the evening of the second Wednesday of each month; the intention of this arrangement is to 

give the PC flexibility when organising meetings. However a change in date of its most recent 

meeting had resulted in the hall being double booked, and TM had had to inform the other 

hirer that the hall was unavailable to them on 8th August. The current arrangement with the 

PC gives them 10 second Wednesday sessions per year for £135. After some discussion it 

was agreed that this should change, with the second Wednesday of every month reserved 

for use by the PC at a cost of £150 for the coming year. TM will write to the PC to advise on 

this. 
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Against a background of increasing expenditure by the Trust on maintenance, TL questioned 

the reasoning and economics of allowing certain groups to use the hall for fundraising 

purposes without charge. Lengthy discussions took place about whether these free sessions 

should continue. The subject will be discussed again in the New Year, once the accounts for 

2018 are available.  

 

9. 100 Club 

New tickets for Oct 2018 – October 2019 were distributed by GG for the Trustees to deliver 

to subscribers in the village. GG will also prepare a flier inviting new subscribers to join, and 

this will be distributed as an insert to the September BVN. 

 

10. Artsreach 

The next Artsreach production will be The Magic Lantern Show on Sunday 2nd December 

2018. It was suggested that mulled wine could be served at this event. 

 

It was clarified that Doris is still happy to take bookings over the phone but can no longer 

take money on the door of events. 

 

KC said she would like some posts and boards to enable her to advertise Artsreach 

productions in more locations. JW said there were some in the church she could use also GG 

had some stakes in his loft that may be of some use. More locations to advertise were also 

discussed. 

 

11. Fundraising 

Thanks were given by TM for everyone’s help during the Village Fete. 

 

SGHL had advised that the Apple Day event scheduled for 23rd September had been 

cancelled. 

 

TM advised that the talk on the work of the Commonwealth War Graves Commission had 

been agreed provisionally for 16th February 2019. 

 

12. Hall improvement works 

 RH reported on the electrical safety inspection which had taken place on 12th July. The 

results had shown that a number of items were “unsatisfactory”, and the company 

conducting the assessment (DB Electrical) had been asked to a quote for the necessary 

remedial work. After several weeks with no communication, he had been informed that the 

company was closing and not taking on additional work. Following discussion with TM, and 

with the hall’s electrical safety certificate due to expire, RH had contacted Sorrell and Son 

who could start the work at short notice at a cost of £1173.00 + VAT. After discussion it was 

unanimously agreed that we accept this quote with the expectation that the work would 

start on 24th August. 

 

When discussing the preceding point it was noted that we would normally seek three quotes 

before starting any new work on the hall. However since the current certificate was due to 

expire, and since Sorrell and Son could start work soon, it was agreed that it was expedient 

to proceed with just one quote on this occasion. 
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TM has heard from Mark Parsons who will commence the work to sort the drainage/damp 

issues “at the beginning of September”. 

 

A carbon monoxide detector has been fitted in the kitchen by TM. 

 

The amount and condition of hall crockery and glassware will be discussed at the next 

meeting. 

 

13. Hall risk assessment 

Returning to the draft risk assessment circulated at the last meeting, RH asked if the 

members present had any comments or additions; there were none.  RH suggested that TM 

sign the risk assessment form to show it was finalised and keep it with the minutes (copy 

attached). This was done. 

 

RH has produced a spreadsheet which identifies items that need to be inspected as part of 

the risk assessment together with the frequency of those checks. This includes emergency 

lighting and emergency doors, first aid box, steps etc.  

 

All the portable appliances in the hall were tested on 12th July and passed as fit for use. 

 

 

14. Any other business 

There was none 

 

15. Date of next meeting 

To be held on Wednesday 7th November 2018 at 7.30pm. 
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PC rate may change to £150 for 12 meetings, on second Wednesday of each month 
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